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': ??. *M*CRP9Y: On the record at 1:50 p.r. Arqust 21.  

Sj1987. This is am i=terview of Richard L. Gridlev. who is 

a currently e=ployed by Tennessee Valley Authority. The 

s location of the interview i the Office of Zwestglaations.  

6 Atlanta. Georgia.  

I7 Preset at the intervim are Ler W ±lliaamon. Larry 

a PRobinson and Dan Mrphy.  

S It Is agreed th*is ifrview is be =g transcribed by 

Ic!! a co-urt reorter. The subject atter of the Ite-rview 

' concerr.s TVA's March 20. 1986 letter to "RC regard±ig thelr 

1; compliar-ce with 10 CFR 50. Appendix 3.  

'2 Do you object to doing th!s c-d:r oath. Mr. Gridley? 

M R. GRIDLEY: No.  

M! ?*. ?MRPEY: Will you pleas* sta4 a=d raise you:r 

16 j r 1ekt hand? 

I SP'.ereupcr.  

I RIC!ARD L. GRr.rLEY 

19 appeared as a witness herein, and having beer. first duly 

20 sworn. was examined and testified as follows: 

2! MR. MORPEY: Mr. Robinson.  

22 1S. SBASER: I'd like to make one consent. Also 

23 present at the interview is Kr. Gridley and Debbie Bauser fros 

24 Shaw. Pitta.n representing Rr. Gridley. And Z believe that 

is the agreement that we have all- discussed in the past havinc to 

U!
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I dZ with tra.scrpt also applies to Mr. Gridley's *rtervsew.  

SKMR. CRPET: Okay, ^t*-th you.  

SvRs. RoBMSCZs: Fine.  

* EXAMINATZO| 

s BY M.. P.ROBNSO: 

a 0 M. Gridley., the purpose of t!e Iterviewt today is 

7 to clarfty certain areas of your testlaoy that we've gone 

i over before. TWo areas that 1s goig to talk aboet =i 

5 particular are the series of evefts a4e the concurrence tz the 

l letter.  

: j j c  And the other area I'm going talk about is 

12 primarily once the draft letter package that was received .

4 yout fro= Mr. Edgar, once it returned to TVA -- the series of 

*-1 everts after that. Okay? 

A Ckay.  
!i 7  We'll .tlk about the concurrence first.  

Is i  r thave here for the record a copy of a doc-=ert 

it headed "Ccc-.crrence Sheet". The nae oa -he document is 

2C written as "Watts Bar. Appendix S/OA XRC Sublittal" prepared 

2! i by J.A. Do=er. 3-o-z-e-r, dated 3/5/B6. And I'll show that to 

2j you and see if you- recognize it.  

2 1j1 ( A document was proffered to the witness.  

24 0 Thi* is the concurrence *heet that was essentiall7 

25 the final sheet that wa signed by the gentlemen that were 

i i 

~syfl
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t re-ired to concur in the March 20th letter. is that right?' 

A Tee.  

1 0 Oirst questlo is. Just ct of curiosity. why Is 

a your concurrence dated 3/6/86 and the resaider of the five 

5 concrrces are dated 3/20/6?7 

6 A Good question. r don't know.  

7 0 as the March 20th letter essentially ready to go 

I out prior to March 6th. '86? 

9 A Let me say -hat there "as a versio= prepared, which 

I3 " sub=itted to Mr. White to be sent prior to March 20th.  

"C rZ notice that Mr. Doser prepared that coscurre=ce 

12 sheet or. March 5th. '86. rs it possible that he jcst gave ,it 

13 to you for signature the next day or car. you recall a=7 reas- o 

14 why you would have sigred it -

is A think that he prepared that for .y sigrature arnd 

(I also to take It upstairs for Mr. White to sigr..  

SKS. SAUSSER: Could I clarify somethi.g? yor you to 

is take it upstairs for Mr. White to sign, or did you anticipate 

ro Mr. Domer doing that job? 

20 TIM WTESS: So, o. no. I' pretty sure it was se.  

2: MS. bSAtSE: Okay.  

22 BY M.. R80OISOn: 

23 0 What did your concmrrence or. that *heet zeal? 

24 A It seant that I had read the letter and the 

25 attachment and found that t had consistent format. was 

IL^
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Si correctly prepared to. transittal to the _NC from a licensivg 

2 reqiresent a=d that : read nothing in the attachment that I 

I had knowledge was wrong.  

«f C Okay. Did you 

SA Or aybe I should say personal knowledge that was 

S! wrong.  

7 0 3ces the - is the signature as a representative or 

A as the Kanager of the licensing area of TVA as opposed to vyo

1: personal ccczrrence on that sheet or your personal opinIos 

that that letter was okay? 

A Larry. you want to ask it again please? I'z= rot 

; sure uderstand the question.  

12 C Does -- is your signature on that conc*urrence sheet 

as the Licensing Kanager or is it as R.L. Gridley personally? 

A I don't kcsw if I can answer that too well. Are you

talknrg at the ti4 e now or as -

I C t. as you signed it.  

t ! A At the tize r.ow, as I've told you before, that was a 

Si new process. t had never been involved in concurrence sheets 

C before o. letters being transmitted to WRC. At the tise we 

i, decided to have a concurrence sheet. I took it that it was =y 

22 responsibility as the Licensing Manager when I concurred inr 

23 that transmittal. that it did in fact seet the requiresents 

24 for proper format and other requirements to trans=it to the 

2S J ic
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SAll right. At that point in time on March 6th. '86 

2 when you signed the concurrence sheet. did you have any 

l technical opinion as to whether or not Natts Bar was 1i 

* compliance with Appendix B? 

A I don't believe I did, no.  

6 Q Okay. I now want to speak to Kernit Whitt's 

7 concurrence on that sheet. At what point in the preparation 

a of the response to 3RC regarding TVA's compliance with 

9 Appendix 9 did you* beco=e aware of Kermit Whitt's q-alif led 

c concurrence to that letter? 

v' A After that -- on that date b-ut after the meetinC.  

a On that date neaning varch 20th or March 6th? 

l A March 20th.  

4 ! 0 That was the first time you became aware of his 

Sj statin.g. as It says on the concurrence sheet, and : quote.  

,i "Signature attests that the letter was read by Whitt." 

17 A Yes. After the -- on that day but after the =eetlng 

Si to get the concurrences.  

SYou had no knowledge prior to that tme that Whitt's 

2C concurrence meant anything other than a normal full 

It concurrence by the Director of ISRS? 

;2 A ?No.  

22 C How many atn=hpted concurrences took place on that 

tr letter? 

2 A Two.  

j I
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jJ C now far apart in tine were they. approxiaately? 

2 A Unfortunately I dcn't resember the first ti=e. don't 

2 knw what the date was.  

a C Nere they two weeks apart or a month apart or a dav 

, apart? 

6 A I would guess less than a south but certainly not 

7 days - three weeks maybe. sozething in that range.  

6 1 Could you describe what happened at the first 

S|! attempt on the coRcurrences? 

A The first attezpt that's pretty clear in vy mind was 

. the first time that I had in fact experienced the process of 

, having a concurrence meeting. And I had -- can remember -

, (: don't know if I remember all but I had In fact Wegn.er and 

,i Brodsky and myself. And I really don't resember who else was 

S[ in that first one, but I remember -- the reason I remember 

Sithose two very well is because there was a flare up over the 

I process.  

0. Was Mr. White in the Meeting? 

A He was in the meeting. That was the purpose -- r 

2o called the meeting and : think, you know, on speculation 

2, because of the people involved.-- I think Drotleff was there.  

23 Bill Drotleff, at that time Director of Division of Nuclear 

23 Engineering.  

24 ME! REPORnTE: I's sorry, director of -

25 Z :H WITrNSS: Director of Division of Nuclear 
25i
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I believe tnat - as I recall I believe that Dick 

Kelly was there, Director of Division of Quality Assurance.  

Q Mr. Whitt? 

A No, he was not there.  

S tYou recall that specifically that he ms not there? 

A Well let me say, I don't remember, but -y 

r:::llection is he was not there.  

: Q Okay.  

MS. BAUSERP: Could -- you cade a gesture which 

won't go on the record when you said you. don't remmeber. Do 

you want to finish your sentence and explain what -- what is 

!t that 

SY MR. ROS:NSON: 

0 You don't recember everything at the meeting? 

A Well yeah, I'm physically in my mind going arourd 

the table.  

Q Okay.  

A : know where : was sitting and -- in fact I was to 

Mr. White's right. I dc.:'t remember who was next to me but I 

car. physically see Brodsky and Wegner, Drotleff and I don't 

know if it was -- I think on the other side of Mr. White was 

Kelly. 1 think that was about it.  

0 Okay.  

A There may have beer others. but I've 4ust got a

j[
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mental picture of the room at the time.  

Q And what was the Issue? 

A First issue or first -- since this was a new 

experience for me, Z had the letter in front of Mr. White. the 

concurrence sheet probably was separate. And his first 

question was to Brodsky. he said "Do you concur in the 

letter?" And Brodsky said no. And he said why and he said 

"Because Gridley has revised the letter since Z reviewed !t.0

And then he asked Wegner if he concurred in the letter, Wegner 

said no and he said why and he said "Because I haven't seen 

the letter." 

C Did he ask Kelly if 'ie concurred in the letter? 

A I think at that point he got mad, he got up. he says 

"Get the hell out of here," you know. "you're not ready for =e 

to go over this letter." He says, "Gridley, go get a:l these 

people's concurrence and then :eschedule the meeting. So 

that was the breakdown in tha- fIrst concurrence and don't 

remember the date.  

Q At any point in time, do you recall seeing or having 

prepared a concurrence sheet like this that had a statement 

next to Mr. Whitt's name that was typed in, indicating that 

the signature only indicated that Mr. Whitt had read the 

document? 

A Never. I've never seen a concurrence with anything 

typed, on this letter.

-'4
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1 Q On that type of a concurrence sheet.  

2 A No. never.  

b Q Z's now going to show you another docunent that's 

£ dated February 20th, 1986, addressed to Mr. S.A. White and 

5 I'll quote what it say. quote "I have read the basis for 

6 concluding that the 10 CR Part SO, Appendix B requirements 

7 are being met at the Watts Bar facilty" and apparently 

a contains the signature of Mr. K.W. Whitt. Have you ever seen 

9 that document before? 

A Not this one. Before this or before now -- todav? 

Q Before March 2Cth. 1986.  

A Before March 20th. I have never seen this before.  

1 I'm fami:lar with the purpose of the -

0 What is the purpose of that? 

15 A This was a request by Mr. White that each of the 

, people involved prepare ad 'testment of their position on the 

17 letter, which we were all asked to do individually.  

iso C So you did that as -

A Z did that also.  

20 Q -- and this essentially explains what your 

21 concurrence means on the letter? 

2; A This was the purpose, right.  

23 Q And you had not seen this one signed by Mr. Whi tt 

24 until after -- sometime fter March 20th, 1986? 

5 ! A No. He never -- as I remember he never -- you know.  

Ji 

k(
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Si f : could take a einute to explain. When this requireoment 

2 was placed on us by Mr. White. I typed a suggested version for 

2 people to sign, based on what I thought he wanted. I was not 

Ssuccessful in getting anybody to sign my version because they 

Ssaid that isn't -- can't sign because that isn't what : -

6 primarily as I anderstand later - understood later. is that 

7 he was asking me to prepare something very smtilar to what is 

used for QC Inspectors out in the plant that they have 

physically verified QC activity by physically going and 

'And when I took that first of all:: to Mr. Kelly. he 

said he would not sign that because it was the wrong words to 

13 be used for a concurrence on a letter. So I went bar: to Mr.  

11 White and ; said nobody will sign it. He said, "Wt!1 ther.  

have then write out what they will sign." And I would onlyv 

qi,; guess that that's what Mr. Whitt did.  

7I?! Q Did you go to Pr. Whitt with what you thought was 

a your version of what he should be signing as a concurrence? 

19 A I can't remesber if I did or not. I know that : had I 

0 Ithe job to go get the people to sign this first version. : was 
not successful. I either sent it to him or I probably -

„ yeah, I would say I probably, you know, physically went and 

Sm=set with him and said sign this. But I know that I never 

2d received anything back from any of them. I mean they did not 

2i sign and send it back to me.  

Vi
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1 Q Do you have any idea where they would have sent 

2 those documents that they revised? 

3 A No one ever submitted those and Mr. White never 

4 asked for them after he had first requested it. They may have 

5 kept them in their own possession, I don't know.  

* Q Mr. Whitt say that to his recollection there were 

7 three or tour attemapts at concurrence that he could remember 

a and that to the best of his recollection there was at least 

9 one concurrence sheet prepared with his qualified concurrence 

Styped on there prior to the final concurrence.  

ti A Prior to the 20th? 

i Q Do you re=e=ber anything like that? 

13 A It would not have been prepared by me. I don't know 

1 who would have prepared it because I was responsible for this 

is sheet.  

I6 C Mr. Whitt also indicated that he had a conversation 

17 with you well before the final concurrence 

SA Sefore the 20th? 

9 0 Right. well before the March 20th concurrence in 

20 which he indicated to you that his concurrence could only be 

., that he read the document and that in the subsequent attenpts 

22 at concurrence, he recalled a typewritten qualification on the 

23 concurrence sheets, but that those concurrences were 

24 unsuccessful. And then at the last date of concurrence, there 
Swas nothing on the concurrence sheet and as you havt said 

Ii,
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1 earlier. he talked to you after the concurrenc4 mBeeIng and 

2 you added that statement on the final concurrence.  

3 I guess my question to you is at that final 

4 concurrence meeting. your testimony here is that you had no 

5 idea that Kermit Whitt mea only going to sign that document, 

6 that concurrence document indicating that he just read the 

I letter and not that he concurred with it as the WSRS Director? 

* A Wait a ainute now. You're asking me when we were 

s aitting in there, because this wasn't there for sure -

Q 3 That's right.  

A -- because I wrote that in there.  

C Yeah.  

131 A It was just !Ike it looks wIth no signatures here 

1, and not dates except for mine.  

,5 C0. Right.  

A You're asking se whether or not -

Q You knew that Whitts concurrence was going to be 

, quallfied with a read only.  

19 A No, I did not, not to ry recollection. I mean: 

30 can't say for sure. Whitt and I had several meetings. I was 

2, just getting to know his. of course.  

22 Ch-huh.  

23 w asn't that familiar w:th NSRS and what their 

2d activities were at that point in time -- I'm talking back in 

the February tIme frame, early March. ge did have
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1 conversations because he was 6th floor type person. But as I 

2 remember when he cane to me after the meeting and said you've 

3 got to help ms because I've got a problem with my signature.  

4 that wma the fira.- time I understood his mentality in terms of 

5 what his signature meant to him personally in relationship to 

6 his job as the supervisor of fSRS.  

7 As I remember it came to me that his ccncern was that 

& his people would have a problem with his concurring in a 

9 letter that basically refuted their concerns, he'd be less 

IC effective. And I -- while I understood his concern, I told 

ii him he would have to discuss that with Mr. White, which he 

ii subsequent:y did, and I wasn't in that meeting.  

13 But I do know that Mr. White called me, I think Into 

i: his office, and said that he understood Kermit's probles and ha 

Swould agree to a notation on the concurrence sheet.  

14 q When did that conversation with Mr. White take peew? 

17 A It wasn't the same day I'm pretty sure. can't say 

g for sure. but I don't think it was the same day. I think it 

9o was a day later or maybe a couple days later..  

20 Q Okay.  

!2 MR. ROBINSON: Question? 

22 MS. BAUSER: Did you understand that Kermit Whitt's 

23 qualificatlon -- if I can call it -- to his signature mean t 

24 that he did not agree with the March 20 letter? 

25 SHI WITNESS: go. Z took it t.hat he was only 

IIK
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I concerned about the problem that he would have in his role as 

2 supervisor of the fNSRS.  

3 MS. BAUSER: And is that - what is the basis for 

* that belief? Why do you think that? 

s THE WITNESS: I believe he told me that he was 

6 concerned his concurrence on the sheet would be a problem for 

7 him as sup*rvisor of NSRS. and that he would prefer to just 

I say that I've read it. I said fine, go talk to the boss. And 

9 at that tine, that kinda reflected my attitude about this 

, concurrence sheet. I didn't care whether a person said he 

read it or whether it meant something else. I felt that every 

person on theve was concurring on the basis that they had read 

,3 the submittal and they pe.-sonally had no -- in their positior.  

14 had no problems with what we were sendinC. You know, if you 

,5 disagree with it. : assume they wouldn't have concurred or 

16 they would have noted they didn't concur.  

17 bY MR. ROBrNSCM: 

1 9Q But you.don't receiving these individual statements, 

19 typewritten statements, from the concurrees as to what they 

0o meant by concurrence? 

71 A Only from -- you know, it's been a long 0me -- : 

22 don't remember, to the best of my recollection, receiving 

2„' anything -- that they executed what I asked them to do. All 

, Ican remember is that -- going to Mr. White and saying no one 

3 will: sign the -- even Drotleff called me from Knoxvlle
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Sraising hell. he had real problems signing what I had prepared 

! for each person to sign.  

3 So I don't remember getting any of them back. I 

4 don't even remember getting any back that they - when I told 

Sthen the boss says you can prepare -- say anything you want, 

6 just do something. I don't even remeaber getting any of those 

7 back.  

* Q Might they have individually sent them directly to 

SMr. White? 

1 A Looks like Whitt did.  

n Q Your prepared sheet, was it a separate sheet for 

1 each of the concurrees cr was it - did it have all of the 

u concurrees on one sheet, 

ul A No, it was just like this with different words with 

Sa place for them to sign.  

SQ Separate sheets for each concurree? 

17 A Yeah.  

1 Q It was? 

9 A We&l it was -- I just made one sheet and had copies 

20 run off and peddled thea out.  

21 < Oh, so your sheet just had one definition of 

22 concurrence on it 

23 A Vh-huh.  

24 Q - and you were trying to get each of the gentlemen 

25 "
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A To sign it.  

2 Oh, okay. Zunderstand. Sack to right after the 

3 final concurrence meeting when you told Whitt that hold have 

to talk to the boss about Lt, I believe you told us in your 

Searlier testimony -- I'm not sure, I'll let you clarify It 

that you sweat to Wegner with that situation and Wegner told 

7 you that that was okay, that Whitt could concur with that 

aqualification and then you went back to Whitt and to',d hi= 

Sthat. is that -

A A o 

TI Q You don It remember that? 

A Z -- what I remember now -- I don't remember now 
what 1 told you before -- I remember going to Mr. White. not 

SWegner.  

Q Okay.  

16 A And then went back to Whitt and told his the bess 

1,1 says -- in fact, what Z do remember and I don't remember the 

is timing of this -- Whitt went and talked to Steve White and I 

19 believe with Wegner present. And when he explained his 

20 situation then White told se that he understood the problem 

21and it was okay to make the notation.  

22 Q okay.  

23 A So 'lm not sure of the -- but I don't remember 

24talking to Wagner at all about the Whitt problem. I may have, 

25, but : don't remember doing it.
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11 Q And you don't recall knowing anythIng about W6hitt's 

2 Iqualified concurrence before the date of that 

I A I's really surprised that anybody else would have 
Sbeen playing ar'ound with this concurrence sheet and would have 

styped it or anything, because I was the only one that was 
6 Involved with this thing. It wouldn't have been anybody else 

7. that would have even wanted to do it.  

I Q Well, and r'm not even so worried about the typed or 
9the supposed typed concurrence on there, as wrhat you knew at 

10the _'me. Anid just to review It again. clarify it again. your 

testimony is that you had no Idea that Whitt was going to 

quaify, his concurrence like that? 

A* Well Vm not going to sake a flat statement like 

14 that. Like :said, in thinking back, I had discussions with 

Whitt prior to this Meeting on the 20th. So -- but I don't, 

16 recall what the discussions war* about. Like I said, he was 

17 on the 6th floor, we crossed paths, we were getting to know 

each other. I would not argue with him If he says that we met 

,~and he discussed It with me, I wouldn't argue with him. But Z 

20 can tell you truthfully that at the tUse that this was signed, 

21he was asked the question -- you know, when he said he had a 

22 problem with the concurrence, the question was then why did 
23 you sign lot, and he said well it was kizida pushed around the 

26 table and 1. don't know whether he was afraid to not sign it in 

25front of Mr. White or what was going on through his mind, but
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I he signed it. And it was after the meeting that he caue to ae 

2 and said he had a probles. that he had signed this thing and 

3 he now had a problem with it. So 

4 MS. BAUSER: Can r ask a quastion? 

5 MR. ROBINSON: Let - ask one real direct question 

6 before you do. if I may.  

7 BY MR. ROBINSON: 

a Q When you talk about pushing the concurrence sheot 

9 around the table and Whitt maybe being in an uncomfortable 

,o position there, or at least what was going on in his mind, 'A 

,, going to ask you directly, Mr. Gridley, was it an intentional 

i2 thing on your part or anyone elIs'* part at that table, to 

23 push that concurrence sheet through without any qualifying 

„ statement on it like that? 

A That concurrence sheet went as there and it was a 

16 question of do you concur, now I do and then, you know, as he 

17 was asking individuals -- and I don't remember the exact 

t conversation, but I do know that Whitt was on this side of Mr. F 
9 White and as it came to him, White was a"king him questienas, 

20 do you concur in the letter. And I don't even remember his 

21 response, but in any case, when he was through with Whitt, 

22 Whitt signed it. It wasn't a push around with any you've got 

23 to sign it before you get out of the room type thing. It was 

S&all part of the -j 

25 W elt .1 don't necessarily ean pressure to sign it# Z
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-I mean let's just have everybody sign it without any qualifying 

2 statements on it..  

3 A That's not true. there wa* a lot of questioning 

A still by Mr. White because the concurrence didn't - the 

5 conc-.!rence sheet was net what Mr. White needed to sign this 

a letter. It was only to be sure - question every individual 

7 to be sure that these people had a comfortable position on the

g letter. Re still -- just because these people signed it 

9 didn't trigger him to sign the letter. Ee had a lot of 

,c questions in his own mind. He was the one that challenged 

ir this letter, not -- we didn't push it in a way that here it is 

12 boss, sign it, and not expect -- it wasn't a case of having 

,3 his sign it. It was a question of.being ready to convince him 

14 that we had all done our jo" and he challenged very much the 

Is process before he signed that letter.  

1a Q Do you remember -- I know you said you don't 

I necessarily remember how Mr. Whitt responded to Mr. White when 

1 Mr. White asked him if he concurred, but do you remeaber Whitt 

19 being uncomfortable at that moment? 

20 A I don't remember anybody, including Whitt, being 

2! uncomfortable. And I think the reason I can remember it that 

22 way is that we had all been involved in that -- getting ready 

23 for that meeting. It wasn't a case of coming in and being 

24 caught by surprise.  

25 Q Right.  

p
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1 A He had read the letter before he was asked to cose 

2 mr. for concurrence. ge all had.  

3 MR. ROBINSON: Okay. Do you have any questions.  

4 Dan? 

5 MR. HURPRiY: Are you going on to another topic? 

6 MR. ROBINSON: No. I'a getting ready to, but I want 

7 to finish this one.  

s BY MR. MURPRY: 

9 Q Mr. Gridley, this was provided to us by TVA. Etve 

,0 you seen that? 

11 A Sure.  

i; 4 Did you look that over before you gave it to us? 

13 A I didn't personally.  

14 Q The reason why I asked that is because the 

1I concurrence sheet dated February 20, provided by Mr. Whitt.  

16 was a part of that documentation and t'm wondering -

7, A You Bean this? 

ntf Q The typewritten sheet with the comments.  

19 A I did not go over it. In fact, it was put together 

20 by Tom Burdett and Ralph Shell, I remmeber thepllazti3r that 

2 woent on to do that.  

22 Q I guess I'm asking you why is it so anusual that of 

23 all the concurrence sheets that were -- you know, the 

24 different types -- only this one became part of this study.  

S2 Do you have any idea why that sight be? 

PF(
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SA Eh-suh.  

2 QC Yo soaid d&r=g a preious attempt to ge 

oncuCrr ce for the letter, Writt --a 't pr'e==t 

SA r's sayinag don't recall that he -- praea-t.  

SQ (Okay, you don't recall that he ism pre-m? 

* A go.  

7 Q Is the reay on' i the omrld qfy be zaf no:t bh 

* present for that ameeting ad wMs present for this? 

q A Probably an oversigt on yv part. @ didn't knso 

i: what this process was all about.  

nt 4Q Okay.  

: A  Whe Whhf said get the peopl tup - i you're. readv 

for me to review the letter, get the people to come to sy 

1ti office. Now : didn't even know - t mherea no goidelines on 

is who that would be. just asked these people to come to this 

IT Okay.  

is A r think what I was really interested In at the tls 

„, were those people who had helped se with the letter. Brodscyk 

had read the letter and had comnted on it that r rsember.  

2, Kelly and Ruaton were primarily the people who - you ow, k o 

l2 don't remesber exactly, but the question is where did the 

,3 letter in its format on the first signing come fro. And I's 

4 Lnot too sure I recall where it ca fram except that : 

S3zomer and Nulrin were working together. When 4 got 1i. 9A
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, early in February, a letter arrived for am to start beina 

z responsble for. but I did ed up with a letter that was to go 

3 to Mr. White to transit the respoase to the 3S3S.  

* BY 9B. RmB5sk: 

5 TYou mean the sRC? 

, A Xcus.e o., the NRC. r kn that r mfated to have 

SKelly there and Brodsky there because they had coted on 

Ste letter. m anted Drotleff thetr because h had coas=nted.  

S ge«g=er just came to all White meetings. I didn't ask for 

SIrieger to cone. ns ffact that's the reason I got sad at his.  

r: I said. " leo one told s you were I the review, that you had 

: iay say-so i this da thi Cg."f And so asket d - iC fact if 

I had to guessho w wanted them, I wanted Brodlsky, wa nted 

j CrotLaff and : wasted Kelly thedr and ByIef., and Whitt dic' c 

, v A com Linto sy ind.  

t& n me. NGrmZY: 

- QC ERO did he and up being at the final ocuttece? 

I A believe I was told to have ht therm, probably by 

0 4 GOkay, was Chs final group of IndivIduals who wro 

„s going to concur on the March 20th letter decided by you or 

, decide by Mr. White? 

n A think these wrr all decided by so except for 

SWhitt. I think White said he afted Whitt themr. o say have 

a st t"& first eetiag said where is Whitt and said I didn't 

If^
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Sknow you wanted his. So in the next meeting I was a little 

2 bit smarter and Z got Whitt to come.  

3 BY MR. ILLZAMSON: 

4 Q But you didn't care if Wagner was there? 

s A Z didn't care whether Wagner was there at all, no.  

S He' still -- r'a surprised he ould sign the God-darned thing 

t because narally he will not concur in anything because that's 

a not his job. rn fact he probably regrets the day he ever did 

a that.  

BY MR. ECRPRY: 

i , C Apart from fr. Whitt, who obviously had some 

(2 qualifi cations on this concurrence, even though they were 

Sdiscussed after the fact, Mu there any such qualifications 

i, placed on their concurrence by other individuals? mean yoe .  

5 said that White went around and asked the various caestions -

1a A In this one? 

17 Yes. sIr.  

,t A r do not know of any qualification by anybody. I 

m9 mean looking at these names here.  

20 Q Let me take this and go down the list.  

2 A Okay.  

22 Q Yourself, were you agreeing entirely on the content 

23 of the letter, the technical aspects and everything? 

2 A Well be careful when you say technical, I read the 

25 response to the perceptions, that doesn't mean that I knew
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i w f whether they were -- what I' saying is that when I read the 

Sresponses. I knew - when read them. there was nothinq there 

3 that I knew was wro;g.  

4 Ckay.  

5 A You know. personal knowledge that they were saying 

4 something that was wrong like Matts Bar was at Knoxville 

7 rather than Seetater, som dumb thing like that.  

g Q But you have no idea whether the technical responses 

9 were adequately investigated or not? 

S A  Absolutely no way I would have known.  

ti Q Okay, then what does your concurrence with that 

, letter mean? 

12 A  Concurrence means that from a licensing submittal 

,1 standpoint that it met all the requirements for making a 

, sub=ittal to NRC, both an address, spelling of names, carbon 

:: copies, numbers of coples, that in addition to that, there was 

,7 nothing said in the letter that I had personal knowledge was 

to wrong. You know, really, basically we don't like to say this, 

t, I think we're changing it, but licensing people are looking 

i1 for errors -- you know, typing errors, comas errors, margin 

21 errors. They are not really people who are attesting to the 

22 submittal from a technical standpoint, unless they do the job.  

23 Q w hat about Mr. Kirkebo. Although he was signing for 

24 Mr. Drotleff, did he raise any qualifications as to his 

s igning only for those areas that pertained to engineering?
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A I don't recall. Dan, but I would say that's fair.  

2 Most people. even today in our concurrence process, are still 

3 having trouble concurring because they feel that it requires 

* them to have knowledge and expertise beyond their area of 

5 responsibility. A good example is the site director. The 

6 site director concurs in every submittal for his site and most 

7 of them will tell me that they're uncomfortable with the 

I concurrence ift it means that they are signing technical 

9 adequacy outside of their responsibility. What we've done.  

ir we've tried to clarify that for them, we've written some 

: definitions or. what concurrence means, to help them get out of 

Cthat -- good example. Herb Abercrozbie absolutely when he 

13 concurs is not concurring that the engineering analysis for 

tthe hydrogen analyzer is done correctly, that there's no Code 

15 errors or calculation errors. He just can't do that. Th.at's 

t6 the responsibility of the chief engineer.  

17 And I think to your question -- and I think Kirkebo.  

,g if you ask him, would say bey, I'm only concurring with the 

14 engineering effort. I'm not going to say Gridley did it 

20 right, the boilerplate is right or whatever.  

21Q That's a logical assusption. Did you have a 

22 discussion with Kelly sometime after the March 20th letter 

23 went out -- I'm going to suggest some time around June of '86 

2 -- when Kelly became aware that Kermit Whitt had a qualif ier 

to his concurrence'? 

p^
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I A A discussion with Kelly?.  

2 q To*. J. which Kelly was kinda disturbed about the 

f tact that he dwd not know that this qualifier was on the 

4 concurrence sheet.  

3 A Z don't recall, no. Kelly and Euston and Z met 

6 every day. discussed TVA every day.  

7 Q Do you remember ever having a discussion about 

I Kernit Whitt's concurrence? 

9 A No. you asked me about the qualifier.  

Qc Yeah, well I mean If you discussed Kermit Whitt's 

concurrence a day later 

1I ii A : don't recall.  

Q Okay. When you had the initial concurrence sheet 

14 typed up, which you know, you said nobody thought much o -

A You mean this thing? 

l Yeah.  

t7 A That typed thing.  

ll |1 Q Yeah. Did Kelly submit to you a signed concurrence 

1 sheet that looked -- which he was willing to concur with? 

20 A Never saw one.  

2T 0 Never saw one.  

22 A & never saw anybody's.  

23 Q Okay. Were you ever present during one of these 

2 concurrence meetings where Kelly made the statement concerning 

Whitt's -- have you ever heard the statement "if he doesn't
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1sigr", referring to Mr. Whitt - "if he diesn't concur with 

2 this statement. why should i have to"? 

I A I don't recall.  

SMKS. BA SERM: I'm sorry. was the beginning of your 

s question "did you ever attend a seeting" where that happened? 

6 MR. MURPHY: A concurrence meeting.  

7 MS-. BAUSER: I see.  

a MR. ROBlESOM: Earlier Ms. Bauser said she had a 

9 question and I said I wanted to ask one more.  

ia i MS. BAUSER: fe answered it in his own words.  

Sj MR. ROBIrSOC: Okay. Go ahead, Mr. Williazson.  

!2 MR. WrrILLAMSON: One additional question about the 

,, concurrence sheet.  
- i 

t BY MR. WILL:AMS0: 

is c  7Your signature, you're attesting as the Director of 

n Licensing, that you had read the letter and the attachment? 

I: A Definitely that -- more than that, but definitely 

to that.  

19 4 Not just that you had read it, but you were a 

2C representative of Licensing.  

21 A (Nodding head affirmatively.) 

22 . Okay. I'm nct sure what Mr. Wegner, who he was 

23 representing.  

24 A I don't either.  

25 Q Mr. Kelly would have been representing the QA
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I organization? 

2 A Yes.  

3 Q Mr. Kirkebo signed for Mr. Drotleft. he would have 

Sbeen representing engineer.ng? 

3 A (Nodding head affirmatively.) 

6 Mr. Whitt signed - would have been representing 

7 KSRS? 

a A Yes.  

S SY MR. RsOBrSOK: 

13 rs there anything that is In your mind. Mr. Gridley, 

S regarding this concurrence process that you want to add before 

Swe go on -

13 A I do. I want to make sure. I think I've said it to 

both of you and aybe all three of you before - I want to go 

Son record that you don't confuse the situation at the time.  

SThe process from January 27th, which I think was a Monday -

,7 only because I remember I arrived on the 20th. which was on 

tg Monday -- to the middle of February, was without any 

19 requirement for concurrence. I didn't -- you know, we didn't 

0 have a procedure, we didn't have training, no definitions. We 

2, had never used concurrence before. No one was faailiar with a! 

22 concurrence process in TVA, to xy knowledge.  

23 rn fact, my first recall of the 5SXS work by the 

4 engineers wrs I was surprised that they weren't getting 

23 verification, second peer review and verification of their 

N^
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, work.  

2 The first use of a concurrence was wten Mr. White 

3 asked for this statement to be prepared.  

Q Regardin this particular letter? 

5 A Regardib g this particular letter. Up t to ths tie.  

* like I said, no procedures. no training, no defin.:!lo. rt's 

7 not unusual for, at the time even down to March 20th, for 

* there to be a lot of confusion as to what the concurrence 

? meant and how we -- the process of getting there. You kncw, 

1c why i»s cy signature March 6th, I wust have not felt too 

d: important that I'd date it -- redate it -- why didn't : redate 

2 it? :t didn't srzn anything to me in terms of what : defined 

, -- wher. you asked me what did it mean to me, I'a telling you 

4what It meit ant to me. fro my previous experience.  

i jSo I want to make sure that we don't confuse the 

,t concurrence process which was pretty undefined, and I don't 

W. think anybody on that -- including Kermit Whitt -- probably -

*g I know for a fact there was no procedure or definition that 

19 would allow the= to understand the concurrence process. We 

20 didn't have one.  

SMS. BAUSER: A couple of questions.  

22 EXAXMNATIOI 

22 BY MS. BACSEP.: 

24 Q Did you -- when Mr. Whitt came to see you after the 

-1 signatures were on the March 20th concurrence sheet -- well
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, the concurrence sheet signed primarily on March 2Cth - did 

Syou uderetand himself to be absolving himself of 

j responsibility for the letter? 

A go. no. Again., just restate it was clear in my 

a mind that he was concerned about the impact on his supervisory 

role for qSRS. that - it wasn't a long conversation r can 

Sresenber, w we walked out of the room, we were standing at the 

S-- back when it was not even designed the way it is now, it 

9 was just a stand up area - his concern was that it was wron 

for hi= to sign soaething if it meant that he agreed with the 

-- or that it was in conflict with this group's position.  

'2 But it was never a thing on - it wasn't based on 

his own view, it was the perception that as supervisor it 

would create problems for hin to supervise the group, to be 

,, effective in his job. Be didn't use a lot of words, he just 

" 6-- and I said well let's go talk to the boss.  

SQ So did you understand that the signature which now 

Sincluded this qualification to it, continued to mean that 

o Kersit Whitt himself agreed with the letter but that he was no 

20 longer doing it in such a way that would suggest that his 

, staff necessarily did? Is that a correct understanding of 

2. what you've said? 

23 'A To the best of my recollection, you know, either 

3 4 just before or just after or saybe days after, I always 

25 believed that Keri hiKt Wit agreed with the letter. Bis whole 

| 

n
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r issue was the Lpact ao his being supervisor of NSRS. I me-a 

2 that doesn't mesa he came to me and said "hey. this is a good 

2 letter and I agree wits every line in it and every period," 

Sbut as I recall, the things that Mr. White asked of hi - you 

s know, I's recalling. he was asked that point blank by Mr.  

U Whlite in the concurrene -- in the room. And either then or 

T Maybe when he went in to see Mr. Whlte to get approval for the 

n notation. but r recall that there was never any question about 

9 his own personal view of the letter, it was the impact on his 

I jo1 as supervisor.  

n;j MR.. RO83SOI: Well it's interesting ther. that the 

Squalification for his concurrence didn't express that as 

jopposed to just saying all this means is I have read the 

i4 letter.  

TEE WITNESS: Teah. Z didn't question hi or.  

:whether that was sufficient to protect his. I don't think I 

r put those wnrds in his mouth. Ee says "I'd like to just be 

Ig able -- I'd like a notation on there that just says I read the 

toI letter" and so r said fine.  

2C MR . MWRPRY: Let me ask, because one of the things 

3, that bothers as is when you go over these concurrences and you 

22 say you don't have any probles with Mr. Kirkabo when y'u'rre :3 talking about the engineering aspects of it - of this letter, 

2 r igh-t? 

25 THE WI7TESS: Ch-huth.
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MT. MURPHY: = think that's perfectly logical, 

;right? = 'ean that makes sense to me.  

3BY M. KCJP»Y: 

* Q When you te-ll eas that you don't have any idea of the 

technical review and that you're really basically signing that 

the letter is correct, the format's good. You know, there's 

7 nothing in ther- that doesn't quite sake sense. But you have 

no idea whether these technical functions were performed or 

Snot performed because you weren't present when they were 

;I performed and therefore your concurrence really doesn't 

s upport that they were or were not performed, right? Is that 
ti 

Scorrect? 

t3 A We:l Dan, you know, you have to deal with what your 

Senvironmcn: is. It has been my experience in working with 

Sengineering for years, is that their responsibility is to 

' verify the technical adequacy of tneir work. That's the way I 

Sworked in GE for years. They used to try to get me to veriLy 

S their work. I refused to do it, as a Licensing Manager, 

, absolutely would not do that because then I would have 

Scheckers checking the checkers.  

2 Z always insisted that when the responsible 

Sengineering manager signs a engineering data book -- whatever 

23 you want to call it, we call then data books - the- would do 

Stheir calculations, they would suammarize it, they would write 

Sthe text and sign on the bottom that he was taking
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,responsibiliy for the technical verification of the work, 
th&t it was done. that it was done properly, that it met all 

I Of the requirements. And I have never felt an obligation as a 
it licensing sanager or external to the engieering. wtether it' 
3 prcject or otherwise. that Z had to be responsible for the 

6 technical accuracy.  

7Q And you didn'.t feel like that in this case? 

I A Absolutely not. r had Just coce out of GE a few 
9 ( weeks before that.  

Okay, the. let me pose By question to you, Why in 
II the world would anyone then think that's what Kermit Whit. s 

concurrence meant? Kermit Whitt was not Involved in the 
, technica& review of any of that stuff. Kerzit Whitt was not 

l anvolved in the preparation of the letter. What would you 
t think a concurrence by Kermit Whitt really meant' 

,I [1 A That's a good question. lee me think about it for a 
second. (Pause.) Z wll venture an answer, if I had a person I involved in the issue. Z would wat him to read it. Given 
w!%at you just gave me, that he wasn't involved in preparing 

1 the letter, he wasn't involved in the technical response to 
„, the thing, but I would want him to read it to consent on it.  
22 =f nothing more, I'd want his concurrence to say hey, 've 

read the letter and I have no comments.  

24 Let me give you an example. We do this all the 
25 time, in fact mayb, sore .han we should. But we have 

.I
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reporters from newspapers write stories, which they just did 

2 -probably you don't see them down. but a young reporter just 

Snewly ass igned to the Chtaog F ee New wrtot a story or.  

*the Board' s decision to lower the rates and he said the Board 

Shas looked at the alternative of laying off a thousand workers 

6at Sequoia and Brown's Ferry. The Board didn't say that, the 

7 Board said Brown's Ferry and Watts Bar. Now that guy wasn't 

involved In any of this, but It he would have asked us to read 
his news story, we would have said hey., you don't mean 

Sequoi4a, you mean Watts Bar. And he said thank you.  

P Now to me, Z would have had Kermit read that letter 
to make sure that we -- you know, just commenting that we 

haven't erred in the perceptions. For example, the tilte of 

the perception was -- give me one.  

MP. RCSrNScOc: Welding program is Indeterminate.  

THE WITNESS: Indeterminate. What if we screwed UP 
In the typing and we said Welding is determinate. Yont'd say 

telChrist, Gridley, you don.'t nean that.  

Now that's to me what I would want Kermit to do.  

20 By iMR. MMRPY: 

2'. Surely by that then in your explanation of what you 

22want Kermit has nothing to do with Kermit agreeing that the 

22letter Is correct in substance.  

24 A Well Dan, you're driving down the God-durned path 
th at : just tried to straighten everything out in. Idon't
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Sknow the hell we're doing -

2 Ohh, no, I'm not taking issue with you. What :'a 

3 saying is that many folks have led us to believe that that 

4 concurrence meant something that maybe it really didn't mean.  

5 And I'm not trying to put words in your mouth 

6 A So you're really -- you're saying what I said, the 

7 thing that's confusing 

I Q I understand what you're saying, I'm not saying what 

9 you said isn't valid. I'm saying when you ask an individual 

Sfrog XSRS to concur in. the letter, that (1) he did not have 

ir any hand in preparing, (2) had nothing to do with the 

2 technical reviews even though if you want him to concur it 

13 might be a good idea to send him technical reviews back to a 
,j staff who had the original comments and let them do it; you're 

,s asking hiz to concur with something he had nothing to do with 

and asking him to -- no, wait a minute.  

it MS. BAUSER: You created it's in there which : don't 

Sknow if he knows is true and I don't know if it's true. So 

9 while we can accept them as hypothetical and I don't have any 

20 problem with him answering the question -

21 MR. MURPHY: Let me interject souethinr here. f he 

„ knows of ary facts for us that would tell us that Kermit Whitt 

23 was involved in the technieal review of this document, I'd 

24 like to hear thea. If you know at any instance where Kermit 

;, Whitt was involved in the preparation of this letter, I'd like 

II^
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tto hear the=. I'a not hearing that. And if you do. please 

2 explain.  

3 MS. BAUSER: Well Z do know. so I can't agree wit!: 

4 your qualifica 

SMR. MCRPEY: r'a asking heo witness whether he 

Sknows. I'm not asking you whether you know.  

7 RKS. BAtSER: Yeah, but you're msking h4.B to agree t.  

a hypothetical.  

9 MR. MELRPHY: I a not asking him to agree to a 

;o hypothetical. -'m asking him if he knows th&t Kermit Whitt 

i had any dealings it the thing, and he finally indicated r 

thought that Kermit Whitt -r'd not have any part in writing the 

, letter.  

^ BY VR. MUPPHY: 

Q Is that correct or not correct? 

61 A Let me give you an answer based nn -- I'll quAlity 

,17 it. The question is did I. Dick Gridley, know or am I aware 

ll of Kermit Whitt's involvement in the letter or the atachmen.t 

9 to the letter, you know up at -- I assume we're all talking up 

20 to March 20th. And I want to answer that I don't have any 

1, recollection of discussing the letter or the attachment with 

22 Kermit Whitt myself personally. That doesn't mean he wasn't 

3 involved with sooe other people because I wasn't driving the 

24 work going to the completion of the letter. So -- but I don't 

5 frecall having any discussions or discussing the letter or the
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Sattachment with Kermit Whitt.  

Q Do you know at any time whether the technical 

2 reviews were given back to Mr. Whitt for review prior to that 

5 A r personally don't have knowledge that they were, 

6 no.  

7 Q Do you know of any instance where Mr. Whitt was 

a involved in any drafts where he commented on drafts of 

-letters.  

MS. BACSER: Wait a minute. Are you asking hi= if 

technical reviews were ever given? 

MY. MURPHY: Yes.  

- 13 MS. BAUSER: Didn't you earlier testify, Mr.  

SGrdley, that the letter with the attachments were given to 

OMr. Whitt? 

6 THE WITNESS: I don't know, you'd probably have to 

* go back and check.  

S! MS. BAUSER: We1l be-ore he signed this, did he have 

13 j the letter and the attachment? 

*o THE WITIXESS: Yeah.  

2. MS. BAUSER: Okay, so the reviews -

12 MR. MURPHY: I'3 talking about -

23 MS. SBASER: You're talking about drafts prior to 

24 the -

25 MR. MURPHY: r's talking about looking over these
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thig4s and tell me that they answer the basic questi,-- that 

were proposed by SSRS.  

MS. SBASER: Well Mr. Whitt was given the letter and 

the attachments.  

MR. KWRPHY: You're saying that. I'm not saying 

that. I'm waiting for the witness to tell me whether he was 

or was not.  

TEE WITNESS: 1 would -- let me try and answer it.  

MS. BAUSER: Are you suggesting he was given this 

sheet without ever being given the letter and the attachnents? 

MR. MURPHY: I'm asking the witness if he was or 

not. I don't know.  

THE WITNESS: Well that's -

MR. MURPHY: The way I heard it today, unless I'a 

wrong, was that you sat down and this sheet went around the 

thing.  

THE WITNESS: No, no, no. These people all had the 

letter and the attachment 

MR. MuRPHY: Okay.  

THE WITNESS: -- before we all assembled in Mr.  

White's office or -- yeah, I guess it was his office. So it 

wasn't a case of these people arriving at the office without 

having read the letter and the attachment.  

MR. MURPHY: I's not even suggesting that.  

THE WITNESS: Okay.
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